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Abstract: This research is focusing on how IT support center applies the limited resources to elaborate a vulnerability patch in 
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1. Introduction 

The information security issue has become 

increasingly important for every system controller, 

because most of the attacks made through internet are 

targeting system weaknesses. Therefore, one of the 

most important tasks of system engineer is to provide a 

vulnerability patch. However, in most of the cases, the 

engineer in question cannot solve all the issues 

immediately after the disclosure of the vulnerabilities 

[17]. As an example: In a semiconductor 

manufacturing company, there are eight Fabs, all in 

different locations, in total more than 50,000 (fifty 

thousand) IT devices. Such a huge environment makes 

the process slower, opening a window for the attacks, 

when the patch is not yet operational or updated. 

Due to this reason, this study would like to propose 

an equation providing these companies with the most 

optimized solution when using their limited resources, 

so that they are applied efficiently [19, 21]. 
The main reason to search for the adequate system 

engineer in face of each system issue is that we can 
first prioritize the needs of the company: By 
categorizing the vulnerabilities by status, device, usage 
frequency of the engineer etc., we can allow the 
second-tier problems being handled by the appropriate 
team in the time needed while the first priority issues 
will be dealt with immediately by first-tier engineer. 
Through this organization the survival time of the 
system vulnerabilities can be lessen to the minimum, 
therefore leading us to the optimization of system 
vulnerability patch. 
The key of this study is the admission control policy  

of the system engineer and emergency backup devices.  

The goal of admission control is to ensure that new 

issues to face won’t affect the loading of the system 

engineer from the IT support center. Therefore, when a 

new patch is needed, the admission control must made 

an analysis based on the available resources and 

engineer team loading to carry out a trade-off decision 

whether or not to face the new issue immediately. As a 

result, the design of system vulnerabilities level, 

admission control threshold and definition of system 

engineer maximum loading will be the key points of 

this study. 

The summary of this paper is organized as follows: 

In section 2, we discuss related work. In section 3, we 

develop our research methodology. We propose a 

patching assignment optimization for security 

vulnerabilities and a near optimal solution approach in 

sections 4 and 5. Section 6 contains computational 

experiments, finally, the research will be concluded in 

section 7. 

2. Related Works 

In recent years, the frequency of information security 

incidents increased dramatically, causing a strong 

impact on enterprises operations efficiency, if severe 

even resulting in important loss or damage. In most of 

the cases, information systems are attacked through 

misconfigurations and non-patch of vulnerabilities [1, 

5]. Various tactics deployed by the hackers have a very 

bad impact on information security and economics [2, 

14, 18]. These attacks are not only creating security 
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incidents or damage to the informative system, but also 

network paralysis. These vulnerabilities might be in the 

operation system, the application software or the 

weakness on the computer server hardware. Being the 

reasons to system getting: Accessed, modified and 

shut-down out of the security policy in organizations 

[17]. 

Arbaugh et al. [4] presented a vulnerability 

life-cycle model. In general, the vulnerability timeline 

is starting from the discovery of software vulnerability 

until the patch is deployed. When software vendors 

release the patch in response to the weakness of the 

system, the user can then apply it to solve the issue. [3, 

7, 13, 20]. Consequently, Brykczynski and Small [8] 

reported practices of security patch management and 

also, emphasized an importance of economic security 

patch management as a part of information asset 

management. 

In actual research related to optimal patching 

policies, Ioannidis et al. [15] proposed a mathematical 

model of trade-off process between confidentiality and 

availability when planning to release the patch, so that 

we can calculate the optimal frequencies of regular and 

irregular patching. On the other hand, in studies about 

patch management, Arora et al. [6] also proposed an 

optimal policy for software vulnerability disclosure. 

They analyzed the optimal timing of disclosure, 

proving that the lower the patch release frequency of 

system vendors, the better the effect on society. Beside 

this, Cavusoglu et al. [9] discussed the effect of 

vendor’s patch release. They calculated the optimal 

window of exposure and decomposed the patching 

process into time-and event-driven incidents then 

analyzed the patch release and management models 

from both vendor and user perspectives. However, 

Okamura et al. [22] proposed an extension of 

Cavusoglu et al. [9] patch management model with 

non-homogeneous vulnerability-discovery processes to 

find the optimal security patch release times. Besides, 

in researches about risk assessment, Karabey and 

Baykal [16] proposed an attack tree based information 

security risk assessment method integrating enterprise 

objectives with vulnerabilities. 

However, the enterprises usually don’t have the time 

to install or deploy the system vulnerability patch, 

facing the problem that system can be attacked before 

the patch is released, plus the fact that update failure is 

also a frequent situation [17]. Therefore, we propose in 

this study a solution to the process optimization. 

3. Research Methodology 

To fulfill the maximum optimization of system 

vulnerability patch, in this study, we focus on how the 

IT support center can carry on the repartition of the 

work to the adequate engineer within the limited 

available resources. 

The key is how to find the appropriate engineers in 

face of various system issues, this problem cannot be 

solved within a polynomial time, on the other hand, it 

belongs to the category of NP-complete problem. Even 

if a lot of possible approaches are present when dealing 

with such kind of issue, according to Fisher [10, 11], 

we can rely on the Lagrangian Relaxation (LR) to 

obtain the near optimal solution and replace the linear 

programming, because the lower bound calculated 

from LR is closer to optimal than the lower bound 

from linear programming. As a result, we can apply LR 

to solve the issue that polynomial time cannot solve. 

LR is a way to calculate the near optimal solution, 

by relaxing the complicated constraints, it simplifies 

the primal problem. If we seek the minimum of the 

objective function, we can choose to transit the most 

complicated constraint and multiply it by a lagrangian 

multiplier and add it back into the original objective 

function. If the constraint is an unequal equation, the 

Lagrangian multiplier cannot be of minus value, after 

this we use the subgradient method to find out the 

Lagrangian multiplier and through repeated calculation 

retrieve the closest point toward optimization. At this 

moment, the difference between the most optimized 

point calculated from LR and from the original 

problem is the smallest. Due to the fact that in a 

NP-complete problem it is impossible to deduce an 
applicable best solution, following the same logic, by 

LR we can only calculate the closest result to the best 

solution. 

The methodology of this research is to analyze the 

overall environment of system vulnerability repartition 

within the engineer team and its process, converting all 

these into a mathematical programming problem, 

within it, the objective function represents the 

minimum survival time of the system weakness, plus 

the related constraints, taking into consideration 

engineer working hours, IT support center devices 

delivery limitations, existing vulnerabilities quantity 

etc. In the following part, we will develop an 

optimization-based algorithm to solve this complicated 

issue. 

4. Patching Assignment Optimization 

The subject of this study being “control of allowing 

existing vulnerabilities transfer to the adequate 

engineer”, it means that under the presupposition of 

fixed devices vulnerabilities, position of backup 

protocols and different levels of information security 

engineers, we allow that the vulnerabilities with less 

threat can be transferred to second-tier security 

engineer for system update, so that the available 

resources are utilized on high priority issues and 

therefore increase the efficiency of emergency 
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solution. In this study we discuss the patch update 

process of high level threat vulnerabilities, so that their 

survival time is brought to minimum size and the 

solution being optimized. 

We plan to turn the above problem into an equation 

and then into an optimized mathematical model. It will 

be a non-linear non-convex mixed integer 

programming problem. Under the limit of constraints, 

we are looking for an objective function to ensure that 

each vulnerability survival time before the update 

patch arrival is minimized, but at the same time we 

need to set up some parameters through various 

constraints. When building them, we included into 

equation the loading capacity of backup devices from 

the IT support center, the effect of changing devices on 

security engineers and the impact of working hours 

change. 

In this study the main three decision variables are 

the accessibility of vulnerable devices of the IT support 

center, the accessibility of informative engineers and 

the accessibility of their devices. These combined to 

the procedure of vulnerability patch update must be 

taken into consideration at the same time so that we 

ensure that the new total will not exceed the capacity 

of the system or the engineer. Moreover, when 

considering the transfer of less important issues to 

second-tier engineer, will it have a severe impact on 

their devices or personnel? As a result, the main task of 

this study is to develop a control protocol which will 

minimize the survival time of system vulnerabilities 

when designing the update patch for system issues. 

Within the three main factors taken into 

consideration for this study, the change of working 

hours from system engineer is the core of the equation. 

When taking first the vulnerabilities quantity into 

account, the factors influencing the working hours of 

engineer include not only the actual existing 

vulnerabilities but also the new incoming ones, the 

ones transferable to second-tier engineer plus the ones 

being transferred from other engineers. Beside the pure 

amount of the issues, we must also add the status of 

threatened devices, the capacity of the IT support 

center to face such problems, etc. All these factors 

assembled together will also lead us to the fact that 

during the transfer of cases, the accessibility of 

different engineers added to their working hours may 

also have an impact on the patch update efficiency. 

After deciding the admission control protocol of the 

security engineers, we must then considerate the 

admission control of the IT support center, to be brief: 

The center will allocate different cases according to 

precise job repartition by devices status and engineer 

capacity. According to different issues, the center in 

question will accord the mission to the engineer 

capable of providing the minimum vulnerability 

survival time and IT support center waiting time (e.g., 

Erlang-C formula), so that the maximum efficiency is 

attained. 

Table 1 is a verbal description of the patch 

assignment system design problem we considered. 

Tables 2 and 3 show the notation of given parameters 

and notation of decision variables we use in this study. 

Table 1. Problem description. 

Given 

• The risk level of the vulnerabilities from the National Vulnerability Database 
(NVD). 

• The disclosure time of the vulnerabilities. 
• The patch release time of the vulnerabilities. 
• The shortest update time of the released patch. 
• The total quantity of backup devices. 
• The actual vulnerabilities on-task of the engineers from different levels. 
• The repair range and backup devices quantity of the IT support center. 
• The appearance rate of vulnerabilities. 
• The transfer rate of vulnerabilities to different engineers. 

Objective 

• Minimize the total update process time of vulnerabilities patch. 
Subject to 

• The working hours limit of informative engineers. 
• The limit of the backup devices provided by the IT support center. 
• The limit of repair range and update process time of different patches. 

Assumption 

• One individual vulnerability is handled by one individual IT support center. 
• One individual vulnerability is handled by one individual security engineer. 
• One individual vulnerability is transferred to one individual security engineer. 
• The appearance rate of vulnerability for each device. 
• The transfer rate of vulnerability for each device. 
• The different levels of system engineers and IT support center waiting time. 

Table 2. Notation of given parameters. 

Notation Description 

A All the available security engineers within the repair range. 

B All the backup devices within the repair range. 

P The total of devices. 

δa The total quantity of vulnerabilities actually in the hand of the engineers. 

Sp The average survival time of the device vulnerability p. 

Sa 
The average survival time of the vulnerability when transferring from 

engineer a. 

Ma The maximum handled vulnerabilities of engineer a. 

Vb The maximum quantity of backup devise from IT support center b. 

C(Ma, ga) The average waiting time of security engineer a. 

D(Vb, hb) The average waiting time of IT support center b. 

Rb The repair range of IT support center b. 

γab 
If the security engineer a is within the responsibility range of IT support 

center b then it is 1, otherwise it is 0. 

βpb 
If the device vulnerability p is within the responsibility range of IT 

support center b then it is 1, otherwise it is 0. 

Eaa’ 
The shortest time of patch update when the device vulnerability is 

transferred from security engineer a to engineer a’. 

Fpa 
The shortest time of patch update by security engineer a on device 

vulnerability p 

λp The vulnerability appearance rate of device p. 

αa 
The appearance rate of device vulnerability transfer from security 

engineer a to engineer a’. 

Table 3. Notation of decision variables. 

Notation Description 

zpa 
If the accessible device vulnerability p is patched by the engineer a, then 

it is 1, otherwise it is 0. 

xpb 
If the IT support center b can handle the patch of the vulnerability of 

device p than it is 1, otherwise it is 0. 

yaa’ 
If the device vulnerability can be transferred from engineer a to a’ for 

patch update, than it is 1, otherwise it is 0. 

hb 
The average rate of patch update toward device vulnerabilities of IT 

support center b (e.g., Erlang). 

ga 
The average of patch update toward device vulnerabilities of security 

engineer a (e.g., Erlang). 

The main purpose of this study is to pursue the 

minimum survival time of vulnerabilities before their 

adequate patch is updated. Therefore, after analyzing 

all the influencing factors we realize that the main 

targets are: The waiting time of informative engineer 

C(Ma, ga)、the waiting time of IT support center D(Vb, 

hb) and the patch update time of the engineer Fpa. We 
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use them as the additions of the average survival time 

of device vulnerabilities Sp to calculate the survival 

time of vulnerabilities before its patch is deployed. 

Moreover, we must also take into consideration the 

fact that the transfer time of cases between engineers 

may have an effect on the vulnerabilities survival time. 

So, we use the minimal time of transfer between 

engineer and the IT support center waiting time D(Vb, 

hb) as an addition to the average survival time of 

vulnerability Sa, to calculate the survival time of 

vulnerability after adding the time needed when 

transferring the case to the adequate engineer. In the 

end, we add the survival time durations to calculate the 

objective function (IP1) of the minimum survival time 

of the vulnerabilities before their patch is updated. 

Regarding the part of the constraints, In Constraint 

1: The engineer will not exceed its working capacity. 

Constraint 2 points out that the situation in which the 

engineer a can accept to handle the vulnerability p, 

must fulfill the condition that the engineer a is within 

the responsibility range of the IT support center b and 

that the IT support center b can handle the patch update 

of the device vulnerability p. Constraint 3 highlights 

that the maximum quantity of device vulnerabilities p 

that IT support center b can take in charge cannot 

exceed the average device vulnerability patch update 

rate. Constraint 4 shows that each vulnerabilities can 

only be solved by an individual engineer. Constraint 5 

is used to control the relation between the two 

variables xpb and βpb within constraint 3, if device 

vulnerability p is within the responsibility range of IT 

support center b, then βpb=1 and xpb=1. Constraint 6 is 

to decide if the device vulnerability needs to be 

transferred to another security engineer for patch 

update. Constraint 7 states that device vulnerability p 

can only be handled by and individual IT support 

center b. Constraints 8, 9, 10) values are either 1 or 0. 

After the entire process of converting the data into a 

mathematical model, we retrieve the below objective 

function and constraint. 

• Objective function (IP1): 

1

' ' ' '
'
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5. Solution Approach 

Our problem within this study is of minimization 
nature, suitable for the LR approach, but we can 
observe from the objective function ZIP1 that: Sp and Sa 

are all with definite value, we only need to select the 
plus function of Sp and Sa within ZIP1 and calculate the 
total, which will also allow us to reach the minimal 
objective function, therefore we can note the from the 
reformulation ZIP2. 

• Objective function (IP2): 

2
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The LR approach can be used to calculate a near 
optimal solution by “relaxing” complicated constraints 
it simplifies the primal problem, so according to the 
solving process of LR, we first turn ZIP2 into a LR 
problem model. They are then multiplied by 
Lagrangian multipliers and added to the objective 
function. This process is referred to as “dualizing” the 
complicating constraints. We choose to dualize 
Constraints (1, 2, 3, 4) and construct the following LR 
problem. 

• Objective function (LR): 
(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(10) 

(11) 

(9) 

(1) 

(12) 
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The 4321 ,,, ppbpbaa µµµµ  within it are lagrangian multipliers 

and if the chosen constraints to relax are all unequal 

equations, these lagrangian multipliers cannot be of 

minus value: 0),,,( 4321 ≥ppbpbaa µµµµ . Therefore, ZLR can 

be decomposed into two independent and easily 

solvable sub-problems. Adding to this another constant 

part ZConst. 

• Sub-Problem 1: Related to decision variable xpb, hb 

and constraints 5, 7 and 10. 

  Objective function (Sub1): 

2

1

3 3
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Since, all the sub-categories of ZSub1 are an additive 

total based on p, we split it into the quantity P of 

connected equation, the total being: 

1 1 ( )Sub Sub p
p P

Z Z p
∈
∑=  

hb within ZSub1p is a continuous value, therefore we add 

the constraint 11 to limit the range of hb. Golden 

section search method may be a good way for 

inquiring the maximum value of line segment: 
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• Sub-Problem 2: Related to decision variable yaa’, zpa, 

ga and constraints 6, 8 and 9. 

Sub 2: 
1

2 ' ' '
'
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a A a A a A
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ga is a continuous value within ZSub2a, we therefore add 

the Constraint 12 to limit the range of ga. Golden 
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the most optimized value of line segment 
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                1

Const a a
a A

Z µ δ
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According to the weak lagrangean duality theorem 

[12], for any 1 2 3 4
( , , , ) 0

a pba pb p
µ µ µ µ ≥ , ZLR is a lower bound on 

ZIP2. The dual problem
1 2 3 4

 ( , , , )
D LR a pba pb p

Z max Z µ µ µ µ= is then 

constructed to calculate the tightest lower bound. To 

solve problem ZD, the sub-gradient method is applied. 

To let the primal problem being solved in an easier 

way, we relaxed a few constraints from it, so the 

decision variables we obtained from the dual problem 

could be not applicable for a solution, therefore, we 

must develop another heuristic approach, which is the 

reason why we proposed a LR-based algorithm 

(Algorithm 1), allowing these decision variables to 

build up a primal feasible solution within the primal 

problem. 

Algorithm 1: LR-based. 

Step 1: Calculate the coefficients zpa and xpb of each system 

vulnerabilities, the results are classified in ascending 

order. 

Step 2: According to the classification obtained in step 1, we 

first choose the security engineer, then the IT support 

center. After this we also, check if it fulfills all the 

constraints, if not then go on to the next in the raw, until 

all the parameters are fulfilled. 

Step 3: Calculate the coefficient yaa’ of each security engineer, 

the result being classified in ascending order. 
Step 4: According to the list obtained in step 3, search for the 
      yaa’ who is in accordance with the constraints and can 
      minimize the objective function. 
Step 5: Use zpa, xpb and yaa’ decisions result to calculate hb and 

ga. 

Step 6: Insert all the decision variables into the objective 

function to obtain the result 

Step 7: Note down the fixed decision in step 2 and 4 as our most 

optimized strategies and finish the math. 

6. Computational Experiment 

The detailed parameters used in the experiments are 

shown in Table 4. 

 

(13) 

(15) 

(14) 
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Table 4. Experimental parameter settings of lagrangean relaxation. 

Parameters Value 

Iteration Counter Limit 2000 

Improvement Counter Limit 100 

Initial Upper Bound The 1st Result of Getting a Primal Feasible Solution 

Initial Multiplier Value 0 

Initial Scalar of Step Size 1 

The proposed model of this paper is for non-linear 

integer programming problems. The near optimal 

solution can be obtained. The LR value means the 

primal feasible solution derived by the Lagrangean 

relaxation process and the LB represents the lower 

bound obtained from the Lagrangean relaxation 

process. Moreover, the gap is calculated by:  

100%
LB LR

LR

−
×  

The model experimental results are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. Experimental results. 

Total Quantity of Device Vulnerabilities LB LR Gap (%) 

50 1.7431 0.9925 75.6272 

100 2.9382 1.5752 86.5286 

150 2.3071 1.2012 92.0649 

200 3.1348 1.5683 99.8861 

7. Conclusions 

The vulnerability patch update policy has the 

particularity of being multifunctional and requires the 

combined utilization of actual available resources, 

therefore the topic of this study is the “transfer of 

device vulnerabilities to the adequate system 

engineer”, the main purpose of this protocol being that 

by transferring minor threat to second-tier engineers 

for patch update, the prior issues are handled with 

more important resources, so that in the end the device 

vulnerability survival time is minimized and the patch 

update efficiency optimized. 

In this paper, we propose a near optimal patching 

assignment algorithm for security vulnerabilities. We 

build up the problem into a mathematical model, which 

is a non-linear non-convex mixed integer programming 

problem. We are looking for an objective function to 

minimize the survival time of the device vulnerabilities 

before the patch is updated, but we take into 

consideration the backup devices of the IT support 

center and its loading change, plus the working hours’ 

limit of its personnel. 

Moreover, to construct the mathematical model and 

facilitate the equation, we set up the presupposition 

that “each device vulnerability is handled by an 

individual IT support center”, “each device 

vulnerability is handled by an individual security 

engineer”, “each device vulnerability can be 

transferred only to an individual security engineer for 

patch update”. These parameters simplify the 

complexity of the problem for this first approach, how 

to lessen these limits will be the main focus of future 

studies, adding to this the fact that other resources will 

also be taken into consideration. 
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